
Powershred® 92Cs Cross-Cut Shredder
Ideal for small or home offices with high volume shredding requirements•

Shreds 18 sheets per pass (70gsm) into 4x38mm cross-cut particles (Security Level P-4)•

Safesense® Technology stops shredding when hands touch the paper opening•

Extended run time of 30-minutes for heavy use•

Large 25 litre pull-out bin holds approximately 250 sheets of shredded paper•

Also shreds staples, credit cards, paper clips and CDs•

2-year machine warranty and 5-year cutter warranty•

Overall Rating: 4.0 out of 5

Anti-Jam Technology Auto-Reverse  
Stops and reverses paper if a jam occurs

Colour Black

Country Of Origin CN

Cut Type Cross-Cut

Energy Savings Sleep Mode  
Switches to standby mode after periods of inactivity

Item Number 1719401

Noise reduction SilentShred  
Minimises disruption in shared work spaces

Advanced Safety SafeSense®  
Stops shredding when hands touch the paper entry

Short Description Powerful, robust shredder ideal for large volumes of paper and heavy use

Qty Per Carton 1

UPC Code 043859733729

Auto Start/Stop Yes - Electronic

Bin Capacity 25  
The number of litres a shredder’s waste bin can hold

Can Shred

Staples  
In addition to paper, what is the shredder also capable of shredding.
Credit Cards  
In addition to paper, what is the shredder also capable of shredding.
Paper Clips  
In addition to paper, what is the shredder also capable of shredding.
CDs/DVDs  
In addition to paper, what is the shredder also capable of shredding.

Entry Width (mm) 230

Item H x W  x D (cm) 57.15 x 37.78 x 28.10

Item Weight (kgs) 12.93

Maximum Run Time (minutes) 30



Number Of Users 1-3

Paper Entry Width (mm) 230

Paragraph Copy

"The Fellowes Powershred® 92Cs is a cross-cut paper shredder featuring
SafeSense® Technology for added safety, to immediately stop the shredding
process when hands touch the paper entry. Designed for 1-3 users in the
small office, home office environment and is ideal for high volume shredding
requirements.

The Fellowes 92Cs is a security (DIN) level P-4 shredder and can shred up to
18 sheets of paper per pass into 4 x 38mm cross cut particles. Cross-cut
shredding gives a higher level of security and protection against information
and identity fraud, making it suitable for the disposal of confidential
documents such as internal company reports and personal data.

It has an extended run time of 30 minutes for heavy use, with 50 minute cool
down period. This paper shredder can also dispose of credit cards, CDs,
staples and paperclips. It comes with a 25 litre pull-out bin - which holds
approximately 250 sheets of shredded paper and has a 2 year machine
warranty and 5 year cutter warranty."

Run Time (minutes)
Up to 30  
The length of time a shredder can be used non-stop before a cool-down
period is needed.

Sheet Capacity
18  
The maximum number of sheets that can be inserted into the shredder in one
go.

Shreds Per Page 410

Throat Width (mm) 230

Warranty 2 Yr Machine / 5 Yr Cutter


